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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies (ISO
member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical
committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has
the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in
liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.
International Standards are drafted in accordance with the rules given in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 3.
Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated to the member bodies for voting.
Publication as an International Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting a vote.
Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this part of ISO 2859 may be the subject of patent
rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.
International Standard ISO 2859-4 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 69, Applications of statistical
methods, Subcommittee SC 5, Acceptance sampling.
This second edition cancels and replaces the first edition (ISO 2859-4:1999), which has been technically revised.
ISO 2859 consists of the following parts, under the general title Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes:
— Part 0: Introduction to the ISO 2859 attribute sampling system
— Part 1: Sampling schemes indexed by acceptance quality limit (AQL) for lot-by-lot inspection
— Part 2: Sampling plans indexed by limiting quality (LQ) for isolated lot inspection
— Part 3: Skip-lot sampling procedures
— Part 4: Procedures for assessment of declared quality levels
Annex A of this part of ISO 2859 is for information only.
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Introduction
The procedures in this part of ISO 2859 differ in their scope from the procedures in ISO 2859 Parts 1 to 3. The
system of acceptance sampling procedures that are specified in ISO 2859 Parts 1 to 3 are intended to be used in
bilateral agreements between two parties. The acceptance sampling procedures are intended to be used as simple,
pragmatic rules for releasing product after inspection of only a limited sample of a consignment, and therefore the
procedures do not make reference (either explicitly or implicitly) to any formally declared quality level.
Under acceptance sampling there is no sharp borderline between quality levels that should be considered
acceptable and qualities that should be rejected by the procedure. For the procedures in ISO 2859-1 the two parties
agree upon some acceptance quality limit (AQL) which is the worst tolerable process average when a continuing
series of lots is submitted. The switching rules and the sampling schemes in ISO 2859-1 are designed to encourage
the suppliers to have process averages consistently better than the AQL selected. In order to keep sample sizes
moderate, the protection against accepting individual lots of inferior quality may be less than that provided by
sampling plans targeted for sentencing individual lots. The procedures in ISO 2859-2, on the contrary, are designed
to provide good protection against accepting individual lots of inferior quality (LQ), but at the expense of a possible
high risk of not accepting lots of qualities that both parties actually would consider to be acceptable.
Procedures in ISO 2859 Parts 1 to 3 are well suited for acceptance sampling purposes, but they should not be used
in reviews, audits, etc. to verify a quality that has been declared for some entity. The main reason is that the
procedures have been indexed in terms of quality levels that are relevant solely for the pragmatic purposes of
acceptance sampling, and the various risks have been balanced accordingly.
The procedures in this part of ISO 2859 have been developed as a response to the growing need for sampling
procedures suitable for formal, systematic inspections such as reviews or audits. When performing such a formal
inspection, it is necessary for the authority to consider the risk of reaching an incorrect conclusion, and to take this
risk into account in planning and executing the review/audit/testing, etc.
This part of ISO 2859 provides guidance and rules to assist the user in taking this risk into account in an informed
manner.
The rules in this part of ISO 2859 have been devised such that there is only a small, limited risk of contradicting the
declared quality level when in fact the actual level conforms to the declared level.
If it were also desired that there should be a similarly small risk of not contradicting the declared quality level when in
fact the actual quality level does not conform to the declared quality level, then it would be necessary to investigate a
rather large sample. Therefore, in order to obtain the benefit of a moderate sample size, the procedures in this part
of ISO 2859 have been devised in such a way that they allow a somewhat higher risk of failing to contradict the
declared quality level when in fact the actual quality level does not conform to the declared quality level.
The wording of the result of the assessment should reflect this unbalance between the risks of reaching incorrect
conclusions.
When the sample result contradicts the declared quality level there is strong evidence of nonconformance to the
declared quality level.
When the sample result does not contradict the declared quality level, this should be understood as “we have not, in
this limited sample, found strong evidence of nonconformance to the declared quality level”.
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